In this work we study a microtubule (MT) model , whose length is regulated by the action of processive kinesin motors. We treat the case of infinite processivity, i.e. particle exchange in the bulk is neglected. The exact results can be obtained for model parameters which correspond to a finite length of the MT. In contrast to the model with particle exchange we find that the lengths of the MT are exponentially distributed in this parameter regime. The remaining parameter space of the model, which corresponds to diverging MT lengths, is analyzed by means of extensive MonteCarlo simulations and a macroscopic approach. For divergent MTs we find a complex structure of the phase diagram in terms of shapes of the density profile.
Introduction
The cytoskeleton is a dynamic network of biopolymers which determines the shape of eukaryotic cells and serves at the same time as a transport network. One distinguishes three different types of cytoskeletal filaments (actin, microtubules and intermediate filaments). Microtubules (MTs) consist of α and β tubulin subunits and form cylindrical structures with high bending rigidity [1] . The dynamic properties of MTs allow them to take on arbitrary length-distributions, which are adapted to the different cell types and shapes. Therefore it is of fundamental interest to identify the mechanisms, which control the length distributions of MTs. These regulatory mechanisms are carried out by polymerases, which support MT growth, or by depolymerases, which are able to induce fast depolymerization events, so-called catastrophes [2] . The stabilization of growing MTs has strong influence on their length distribution, in particular under spatial confinement [3] . Dynamically stabilized MTs are able to connect the cell center and membrane without losing their ability to adapt to different cell shapes. Other proteins have been identified which are able to enhance the depolymerization of MTs. This is the case for Kip3 a member of the kinesin-8 family with extremely high processivity. Kip3 moves to the plus end of MTs where it is able to enhance the depolymerization activity. This process is of great importance in order to position the mitotic spindle in yeast [4] .
The length regulation mechanism induced by Kip3 has been addressed theoretically in [8, 9, 10] , by using one-dimensional driven diffusive processes. These models capture the stepwise directed motion of the kinesins and describe their interaction by mutual exclusion.
From a theoretical point of view driven diffusive processes are stochastic models of interacting particles, which have been studied typically on lattices with a fixed system length (i.e. with a fixed number of sites) or on Z [7] . The totally asymmetric simple exclusion processes (TASEP) is the archetype of this kind of models. One of well-studied cases is the TASEP with open boundary conditions, i.e. on a finite chain, particles are injected at the one end and extracted at the other end of the chain [18, 19] . We refer to this realization of the model as open TASEP. Recently the TASEP or its related processes with varying system size have been intensively studied, motivated by other biological applications or modeling queues with exclusion principle [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] as well as the MT models [8, 9, 10] .
In this work we study a variant of the TASEP, which was introduced in [10] as a "simplified" model of length regulation via kinesin motors. The parameters characterizing the model are the motor protein input rate, the polymerization rate and the depolymerization rate. Exchange of motors in the bulk , i.e. Langmuir kinetics, is not considered, which seems to be justified in view of the high processivity of Kip3. (Langmuir kinetics was also introduced in the full model [10, 9] .)
We denote the length of the MT by L, where each site is labeled by an integer j from the minus end j = 1 to the plus end j = L, see Fig. 1 (a) . Molecular motors occupy a single site and interact via mutual exclusion. We write τ j = 1, 0, if the site j is occupied or unoccupied, respectively. Therefore the state space consists of configurations
, where we write τ = ∅ for L = 0. A motor at site j walks to site j + 1 with rate 1, if site j + 1 is not occupied by another motor. A new motor enters the system with rate λ (in [10] , this is denoted by ρ − ) at the minus end if the first site exists and is not occupied.
In contrast to the open TASEP the lattice size which represents the length of the MT, is not fixed. At the plus end of the MT, polymerization occurs, i.e. a new site is attached to the lattice with rate γ. If the MT is completely depolymerized, i.e. L = 0, a new site is created with rate γ. Depolymerization occurs with rate δ, if the site L is occupied. In this case the last site is removed together with the particle that occupies this site. Note that we do not take into account the cell size, i.e. no upper bound of the MT length L is introduced.
In this work we present an exact analytical approach to the stationary properties of the model for finite MT lengths. We also use a phenomenological approach and Monte-Carlo simulations for the case of diverging MTs. We show in section 2 that the stationary measure can be written in a matrix product form, which is a "grand-canonical" version of the open TASEP. By evaluating the normalizability of the stationary measure, we determine the area in the parameter space where the MT length converges. In this case, the average MT length can be exactly calculated by using some known results from the open TASEP. In order to analyze the divergent case in section 3 we give some analytical arguments: For divergent MTs the macroscopic density profiles can be of shock or rarefaction type, depending on the parameters of the model. We also check by Monte-Carlo simulations that the predicted density profiles are actually realized. In Section 4, we summarize this work and give some (c), MTs always diverge.
concluding remarks.
Stationary distribution
Depending on the growth rate γ, one observes a stationary length distribution of the MTs (γ < γ c ) or a divergent MT length (γ > γ c ). In [10] the critical rate γ c has been established for different input and depolymerization rates
).
(1) Figure 1 (b,c) shows the phase diagram in λ-δ plane for given γ, which is equivalent to this result. The convergent phase is the region where both δ and λ are larger than the critical value c =
. The form of γ c is mathematically the same as the stationary current of the open TASEP with fixed lattice size, where particles injected with rate λ and extracted with rate δ [18, 19] . In [19] it has been shown that the stationary weights of the open TASEP on static lattices can be represented by (in general) infinite dimensional matrices X 1 , X 0 and vectors W |, |V that satisfy the following algebra:
For a given system length L, the stationary probability of finding a configuration
with the normalization
From (2) it is evident that the stationary current is calculated as
In [19] it was also shown that the stationary current approaches the values described in (1) as L → ∞. Let us go back to the MT model. We note that, in contrast to the open TASEP, the MT length L is also a variable. It can be shown that the stationary measure of this process can be regarded as a realization of "grand canonical ensemble" of the open TASEP, where the polymerization rate γ plays the role of fugacity 1 :
The correctness of the ansatz (8) can be proven by substituting it into the master equation, where canceling occurs thanks to the algebra (2)-(4) [19, 22] , see Appendix A for details. A similar realization of the grand canonical ensemble of the open TASEP has been previously found in [21] . Polymerization and depolymerization at the right boundary lead to mathematically the same condition as in [21] , where the particle-hole symmetric boundary condition for the left end is imposed. This recipe has been also applied in order to construct an exact stationary solution to a queueing process with exclusion [15] , where the arrival rate plays the role of fugacity. However, constructing a matrix product form with some parameter as fugacity is not always possible. One counterexample is given by another queuing process with high and low priorities of customers [17] , where it seems difficult to find a matrix product solution although this model can be regarded as an exclusion process with varying length. The form (1) is a direct consequence of the normalizability of the stationary measure. In order to check for convergence of the normalization Z, we first note that the stationary measure for a given length L is given by
1 Here γ L corresponds to the states where the number of lattice sites is L (not the number of particles). When the polymerization rate γ L depends on the MT length L, a simple generalization of (8) 
). (10) From this behavior we find that
is finite when γ < γ c with equation (1). In other words, for γ < γ c the stationary measure (8) is normalizable and therefore 
for γ < γ c . Furthermore, the stationary distribution of the length L is given by γ L Z L /Z, and its mean value converges to
Except for the cases where λ is close to the phase boundary λ = c, the average length does not take a large value (typically e.g. L < 10), as shown in Fig. 2 (a) . Moreover, the lengths L are (except for very small values) exponentially distributed, as one can gather from (10):
One can distinguish three subphases in the convergent phase as shown in Fig. 2 (b) , according to the asymptotic behavior of the length distribution.
The formula (13) differs from Equation (8) of [10] , where the Langmuir dynamics in the bulk is taken into account. These results underscore the importance of Langmuir dynamics for length regulation of MTs in infinite volume.
The inflow and outflow of lattice sites should be balanced in the stationary distribution. In other words, the "tip density" ρ + = τ L must satisfy γ = δρ + . The matrix product solution is compatible with this relation. In fact we have In the three regions A, B and C, the length distribution exhibits the different asymptotic behaviors as Equation (14) . thanks to relation (4) .
In this section, the matrix product form enabled us to show the condition γ < γ c with (1) for the convergence of the MT length, and to calculate the length distribution in the convergent phase. However, it does not give a rigorous result for γ > γ c , since in this case no stationary state is reached and the length of the MT diverges. This implies for example that (15) is no longer the correct tip density when the MT length diverges. Thus we shall rely on Monte-Carlo simulations and a phenomenological approach to find density profiles in the divergent phase in the next section.
Divergent phase
In this section we will characterize the states in the divergent phase on a macroscopic level, by using the conservation of mass.
Macroscopically we can identify domains of different density ρ(x), in which the current J(x) is given by J(x) = ρ(x)(1 − ρ(x)). In general the current in different domains may differ, which means that mass is transferred from one domain to another. Let us consider the typical two waves appearing in the TASEP [23] . If mass is transferred from a high to a low density domain, this leads to rarefaction density profiles with ρ > ρ r , see Fig. 3 (a). Shock wave density profiles
are observed if ρ < ρ r , see Fig. 3 (b) . The rarefaction and shock wave positions are stationary in the frame in which the spatial position j is scaled by the time t as x = j/t. In earlier works [16] and [17] , density profiles of the queueing processes with exclusion were analyzed. It turned out that the macroscopic density profiles can be rarefaction or shock type, respectively. We shall show that both types are also realized in the MT model, depending on the parameter values.
We are interested in the macroscopic density profile of the MT ρ(x) (0 < x < v + ). For our analysis it is important to notice that the actual density ρ + at the plus end is, in general, different from the density R of the macroscopic density profile at the plus end of the MT:
The velocity of the MT's plus end v + is related to ρ + via
(cf. Equation (1) of [10] ), since the effective depolymerization rate of the MT is given by δρ + , which is identical to particle current in the frame of the tip, i.e. in the co-moving frame. Therefore, the particle conservation law in the co-moving frame is expressed as
where the first term denotes the current generated by particle hopping, the second term is the current induced by moving the frame. In [10] , subphases in the divergent phase, i.e. EX-, MC-and IN phases, were found according to the form of ρ + . Here we investigate which kind of macroscopic density profiles can be observed in the subphases, and we inversely determine the phase boundaries by considering conditions for existence of the density profiles.
EX phase
Let us begin with the assumption that the tip density ρ + prefers to become identical to the right end of the macroscopic density R. In this case we have
due to the particle conservation (20) with ρ + = R. This case corresponds to the EX phase as labelled in [10] . The macroscopic density profile is not always simply flat, which was not emphasized previously. It can become a rarefaction wave (16) or a shock wave (17) with left and right domain densities as ρ = λ and ρ r = ρ + . In the EX phase there are in general four types of macroscopic density profiles:
with the shock and tip velocities
Because of the definition of the EX phase (21) , the boundaries between this subphase and the other two subphases can also be given analytically by simple considerations: The transitions from the EX phase to the others occur when the relative size of the density domain ρ(x) = ρ + shrinks i.e. 1 − 2ρ + ≤ v + (in the case of the rarefaction wave) or v s ≤ v + (in the case of the shock wave). We obtain δ = 1 − √ γ and λ = δ, respectively.
In order to determine the substructure of the EX phase, one has to check where each form (I,. . . , IV) of the density profile is realized. This can be done by evaluating ρ ≷ ρ r , v s ≷ 0, 1 − 2ρ + ≷ v + and 1 − 2λ ≷ 0. The result is summarized in Fig. 4 . Simulation results for the four sub-subphases are shown in Fig. 5 (a,b) .
MC phase
As we discussed in the previous subsection, a phase transition from the EX phase occurs, i.e. the right plateau part ρ r = ρ + (with Equation (21) part of the rarefaction wave, and therefore the macroscopic density profile has the following structure:
The phase boundary between the two sub-subphases is given by 1 − 2λ = 0, i.e. λ = . Let us assume the tip density has a stationary value ρ + . This true tip density is not the limit of the macroscopic density profile (18) , but related as
Here v + is the tip velocity which is written in terms of ρ + as (19) . Now we have obtained one relation between ρ + and R:
In order to calculate ρ + we need one more relation, which we can obtain from mass conservation, i.e. Equation (20) . Solving them, we find
When v + (31) becomes less than 1 − 2λ (i.e. λ < 1 − √ γ), the slope part vanishes and we enter the last subphase. Simulation results for the two sub-subphases are shown in Fig. 5  (c,d) . were obtained by averaging 10 000 snapshots at time t = 15 000, and for (b,d) we averaged over the time window 10 000 ≤ t ≤ 15 000 of 10 000 simulation samples.
IN phase
As we discussed in the previous subections, a phase transition from the EX-phase occurs when δ becomes larger than λ, and another one from the MC-phase occurs when λ becomes less than 1 − √ γ. In the last subphase, the right plateau ρ r = ρ + (21) of the shock profile vanishes and only the left one remains, which was denoted as IN phase in [10] . The macroscopic density profile is flat in the entire region as
see Fig. 5 (c,d) . The tip density ρ + and the velocity v + are given as
from (20) with R = λ.
Discussions
In this work we studied a model for length regulation of MTs by molecular motors introduced in [10, 9] . We restricted our discussion of the model to the case where the particle conservation is satisfied in the bulk, i.e. attachment and detachment of motors in the bulk are not considered. This limit of the model has been suggested in [8] and it has been argued that it is relevant for the length regulation by kinesin 5 due its high processivity. We gave an exact stationary solution of this model in the parameter regime where the average length of the filaments is finite. In this regime, we observe exponentially distributed filament lengths, similar to unregulated filaments. The typical lengths of the MTs in this regime are rather short, except for parameter values that are at the limit to the divergent case. This result implies that length regulation of the filament is either generated by the bulk exchange of molecular motors, or by varying the influx of motors in the vicinity of the transition from convergent to the divergent state.
We also investigated the diverging phase by using a phenomenological approach and Monte-Carlo simulations. The phenomenological approach enabled us to determine analytically a rich phase diagram. For infinitely growing MTs one can distinguish between subphases where the entry (IN) and the exit (EX) induce macroscopic domains of constant densities. Additionally one observes a phase (MC) where the tip is connected to the slope part of a rarefaction wave. The distinction of these three phases had already been made in [10] . But in this work we explored the complete substructure of the divergent phase and possible shapes of density profiles by hydrodynamic approach, and found good agreement with Monte-Carlo simulations.
In view of our results it is of great interest to discuss the biological relevance of different regulatory mechanism of the system. In [2] it was argued that processive motors are used for MT length regulation since they establish a direct link from the cell center to the periphery. For free filaments, however, our results indicate that length regulation is more robust, if the run length of molecular motors is finite. Therefore it would also be of great interest to see under which conditions the positioning of the microtubule organizing center would be possible in a finite volume, as it was observed for microtubules that are pulled by dynein motors attached to the boundaries artificial cells [26] .
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A Proof of stationarity
Here we prove that (8) gives a stationary measure of the model. The proof is very similar to the paper [19] , where the matrix product ansatz was firstly introduced in the stochastic interacting particle system. To make this work self-contained, we write the proof in detail.
The master equations concerning τ = ∅, 0 and 1 are
d dt P t (0) =δP t (01) + γP t (∅) − (λ + γ)P t (0),
d dt P t (1) =δP t (11) + λP t (0) − (γ + δ)P t (1).
For general configurations τ 1 · · · τ L with L ≥ 2, the master equation is written as
It is convenient to clearly distinguish the terms "stationary measure" and "stationary distribution" as defined in [25] . A stationary measure is a function in S such that the right-hand sides of all the master equations become 0 by substitution P t (τ ) = F (τ ). When F is normalizable, i.e.
τ ∈S F (τ ) is finite, P (τ ) = F (τ )/ τ ∈S F (τ ) gives a stationary distribution. On the other hand, when τ ∈S F (τ ) diverges, the stationary measure loses its physical meaning [25] .
Let us find a stationary measure in our case. Without loss of generality we set F (∅) = 1. We soon notice that F (1) = γ δ from (34). One wants to know the form of F (0). However we cannot find it by solving simultaneously (35) and (36), where apparently we need information of F (01) or F (11). Similarly, to know the form of F (τ 1 . . . τ L ) of arbitrary configurations τ 1 . . . τ L , we need information of configurations with length L + 1. This fact prevents us from systematically finding a stationary measure, and thus an ansatz is required.
We now prove that the ansatz form (8) actually gives a stationary measure. Checking that (35) = 0 and (36) = 0 is not difficult. For the general case, the term (38) becomes
thanks to (3) . Each summand of (39) becomes
by using (2) . The summation of the last four terms i.e. (40)+(41) is calculated as
where (4) is used. In total L cancels occur in (38) + (39) + (40) + (41). We have finished the proof.
